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Abstract
A whist tournament Wh(v) is said to have the three person property if any two games in
the tournament do not have three common players. We denote such a design as 3PWh(v). It is
proved in the literature that a 3PWh(v) exists for any v¿ 8 and v ≡ 0; 1mod 4 with 38 possible
exceptions. In this paper, we resolve these open cases and complete the spectrum problem on
the existence of 3PWh(v)s.
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1. Introduction
A whist tournament Wh(v) for v=4n (or 4n+1) is a schedule of games (a; b; c; d)
where the unordered pairs {a; c}; {b; d} are called partners, the pairs {a; b}; {c; d};
{a; d}; {b; c} are called opponents, such that
(1) the games are arranged into 4n− 1 (or 4n+ 1) rounds, each of n games;
(2) each player plays in exactly one game in each round (or all rounds but one);
(3) each player partners every other player exactly once;
(4) each player opposes every other player exactly twice.
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The whist tournament problem was introduced by Moore [21]. Its existence attracted
a lot of researchers such as Wilson, Baker, Hartman et al. A complete solution is
given in [3,5]. A whist tournament is said to have the three person property, denoted
by 3PWh(v) as in [12], if any two games do not have three common players. It was
Hartman who Drst discussed this property in [19]. If we regard games in a 3PWh(v)
as blocks, we obtain a super-simple (v; 4; 3)-BIBD (we call it a sub-design of the
3PWh(v)). This kind of design was introduced and studied by Gronau and Mullin
[18] and also studied by Chen [10,11]. Such designs with resolvable property were
investigated by Ge and Lam [17]. For the existence of 3PWh(v)s, Finizio [12–14]
obtained several inDnite classes and some examples. In [4], Anderson and Finizio gave
an asymptotic result. Recently major progress was made by Lu and Zhang [20], we
restate their results as follows.
Theorem 1.1 (Lu and Zhang [20]). The necessary conditions for the existence of a
3PWh(v), i.e. v ≡ 0; 1 (mod 4) and v¿ 8, are also su=cient with the 38 possible
exceptions in {69; 77; 93}∪E, where E= {12; 52; 56; 68; 76; 80; 84; 88; 96; 100; 108; 112;
116; 124; 132; 140; 152; 156; 164; 184; 188; 212; 220; 228; 236; 240; 268; 276; 284; 292; 304;
308; 332; 388; 472}.
In this paper, we resolve these open cases and complete the spectrum problem on
the existence of 3PWh(v)s. For the general background on design theory, the reader is
referred to [6].
2. Recursive constructions
To describe our recursive constructions, we need the following auxiliary designs.
Suppose S is a set of players, and H = {S1; S2; : : : ; Sn} is a set of subsets (called
holes), which form a partition of S. Let si = |Si| and s= |S|. A holey round with hole
Si is a set of games (a; b; c; d) which partition the set S \Si. A whist tournament frame
with three person property (brieIy 3PWh-frame) of type {s1; s2; : : : ; sn} is a schedule
of games (a; b; c; d), where the unordered pairs {a; c}; {b; d} are called partners, pairs
{a; b}; {c; d}; {a; d}; {b; c} are called opponents, such that
(1) the games are arranged into si holey rounds with hole Si, each containing (s−si)=4
games;
(2) each player in hole Si plays in exactly one game in each of s− si holey rounds;
(3) each player partners every other player in distinct holes exactly once;
(4) each player opposes every other player in distinct holes exactly twice;
(5) any two games have at most two players in common.
Furthermore we call {a; b}; {c; d} opponents of the >rst kind, {a; d}; {b; c} oppo-
nents of the second kind. For a 3PWh-frame of type {s1; s2; : : : ; sn}, we call it a
triplewhist tournament frame of the same type, brieIy 3PTWh-frame if condition 4 is
substituted by
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(4′) each player opposes every other player in distinct holes exactly once as an oppo-
nent of the Drst kind and exactly once as an opponent of the second kind.
We shall use an “exponential” notation to describe types: so type tu11 · · · tumm denotes
ui occurrences of ti; 16 i6m in the multiset {s1; s2; : : : ; sn}. It is easy to see that a
3PWh-frame(1v) with v ≡ 1 (mod 4) is just a 3PWh(v).
Most of the 3PTWh-frame used in this paper come from the following construction,
which is given in [20] and an analogous one of Baker to construct TWh(4n)s from cer-
tain SOLSSOM (n)s in [5]. Here we start from the structure named HSOLSSOM (hn). For
the deDnition of HSOLSSOM (hn), the interested author may refer to [1]
or [16].
Theorem 2.1 (Lu and Zhang [20, Theorem 2.5]). If there exists an HSOLSSOM
(hn), then there exists a 3PTWh-frame ((4h)n).
The existence of HSOLSSOMs of type hn has been investigated by several re-
searchers (see [1,7–9,16,22,23,25]). The known results can be summarized as
follows.
Theorem 2.2. An HSOLSSOM(hn) with h¿ 2 can exist only if n¿ 5; in addition if
h is odd, n must be odd. These necessary conditions are also su=cient except possibly
for (h; n)∈{(6; 12); (6; 18)}.
The following result is useful for recursion.
Lemma 2.3. There exists a 3PTWh-frame of type 4n for each n∈{5; 6; 7}.
Proof. For n=6, the design comes from [20, Lemma 2.4]. For n=5; 7, starting from
an HSOLSSOM (1n) coming from Theorem 2.2 and applying Theorem 2.1 give the
designs as required.
A group divisible design (or GDD), is a triple (X;G;B) which satisDes the following
properties:
1. G is a partition of a set X (of points) into subsets called groups;
2. B is a set of subsets of X (called blocks) such that a group and a block contain at
most one common point;
3. every pair of points from distinct groups occurs in exactly " blocks.
The group type (or type) of the GDD is the multiset {|G| : G ∈G}. As with
3PWh-frames, we shall use an “exponential” notation to describe group-type.
A GDD with block sizes from a positive integer set K is called a (K; ")-GDD.
When K = {k}, we simply write k for K . When "= 1, we simply write k-GDD for a
(K; ")-GDD. A (k; ")-GDD with group type 1v is called a balanced incomplete block
design, denoted by (v; k; ")-BIBD.
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A GDD or a BIBD is said to be resolvable if its blocks can be partitioned into parallel
classes each of which spans the set of points. We denote them by (K; ")-RGDD or
(v; k; ")-RBIBD.
A transversal design (TD) TD(k; n) is a GDD of group type nk and block size k.
A resolvable TD(k; n) (denoted by RTD(k; n)) is equivalent to a TD(k + 1; n). It is
well known that a TD(k; n) is equivalent to k − 2 mutually orthogonal Latin squares
(MOLS) of order n. In this paper, we mainly employ the following known results on
TDs.
Lemma 2.4 (Abel et al. [2]). 1. An RTD (4; n) exists for all n¿ 4 expect for n= 6
and possibly excepting n= 10.
2. A TD (7; n) exists for all n¿ 7 except possibly for n∈{10; 14; 15; 18; 20; 22; 26; 30;
34; 38; 46; 60; 62}.
3. A TD (q+ 1; q) exists, where q is a prime power.
Wilson’s fundamental construction on GDDs [24] has been adapted to obtain the
following construction for 3PWh-frames.
Construction 2.5 (Weighting). Let (X;G;B) be a GDD with index unity, and let w :
X → Z+ ∪ {0} be a weight function on X. Suppose that for each block B∈B, there
exists a 3PWh-frame of type {w(x) : x∈B}. Then there is a 3PWh-frame of type
{∑x∈G w(x) : G ∈G}.
Suppose S is a set of players, and G = {G1; G2; : : : ; Gn} is a set of equal sized
subsets (called groups), which form a partition of S. Let s= |S| and g= |Gi| for each
i∈{1; 2; : : : ; n}. A group divisible whist tournament with three person property (brieIy
3PGDWh) of type gn is a schedule of games (a; b; c; d), where the unordered pairs
{a; c}; {b; d} are called partners, pairs {a; b}; {c; d}; {a; d}; {b; c} are called opponents,
such that
(1) the games are arranged into g(n− 1) rounds, each of gn=4 games;
(2) each player plays in exactly one game in each round;
(3) each player partners every other player in distinct groups exactly once;
(4) each player opposes every other player in distinct groups exactly twice;
(5) any two games have at most two players in common.
It is easy to see that a 3PGDWh of type 1v with v ≡ 0 (mod 4) is just a 3PWh(v).
Suppose V is a set of players, and H is a subset of V (called the hole). Let v= |V |
and h=|H |. A holey round with the hole H is a set of games (a; b; c; d) which partition
the set V \ H . An incomplete whist tournament with three person property (brieIy
3PIWh(v; h)) is a schedule of games (a; b; c; d), where the unordered pairs {a; c}; {b; d}
are called partners, pairs {a; b}; {c; d}; {a; d}; {b; c} are called opponents, such that
(1) the games are arranged into v− h rounds (each containing v=4 games), and h− 1
holey rounds with the hole H (each containing (v− h)=4 games);
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(2) each player plays in exactly one game in each round, and each player from X \H
plays in exactly one game in each holey round;
(3) each player partners every other player exactly once, except players in H do not
partner each other;
(4) each player opposes every other player exactly twice, except players in H do not
oppose each other;
(5) any two games have at most two players in common.
When H = ∅, a 3PIWh(v; h) is just a 3PWh(v).
To obtain our main results, we shall use the following basic recursive constructions,
which are a modiDcation of constructions for RGDDs and RBIBDs. Proofs can be
found in [3] and [15]. Here only a routine check for the three person property is
needed.
Construction 2.6 (Breaking up groups). If there exists a 3PGDWh of type hu and a
3PWh(h), then there exist a 3PWh(hu) and a 3PIWh(hu; h).
Construction 2.7 (InIating 3PGDWhs by RTDs). If there exists a 3PGDWh of type
hu and an RTD (4; m), then there exists a 3PGDWh of type (mh)u.
Construction 2.8 (Frame constructions). Suppose there is a 3PWh-frame with type
T={ti : i=1; 2; : : : ; n}. Suppose also that there exists a 3PWh(1+ ti) for i=1; 2; : : : ; n.
Then there exists a 3PWh(u) where u= 1 +
∑n
i=1 ti.
Construction 2.9 (Generalized frame constructions). Suppose there is a 3PWh-frame
with type T = {ti : i = 1; 2; : : : ; n}. Let b¿ 0. If there exists a 3PIWh(ti + b; b) for
i=1; 2; : : : ; n−1, then there exists a 3PIWh(u+b; tn+b) where u=
∑n
i=1 ti. Furthermore,
if a 3PWh(tn + b) exists, then a 3PWh(u+ b) exists.
3. Direct constructions
The constructions used in this paper will combine both direct and recursive methods.
For most of our direct constructions, we adapt the familiar diOerence method, where a
Dnite abelian group is used to generate the set of blocks for a given design. That is,
instead of listing all the blocks of the design, we shall list a set of base blocks and
generate the others by an additive group and perhaps some further automorphisms. If G
is the additive group under consideration, then we shall adapt the following convention:
devB= {B+ g : B∈B and g∈G};
where B is the collection of base blocks of the design. For the three person property of
the designs constructed in this section, the criteria established in [14] can be employed
and a routine generalization should be made for the cases containing several diOerent
inDnity symbols.
Lemma 3.1. There exists a 3PWh(v) for each v∈{52; 56; 68}.
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Proof. The player set is Zv−1 ∪ {∞} and the following base games form an initial
round. Developing this round by +1mod v− 1 gives the required design.
v = 52 : (19; 41; 2; 18); (9; 36; 15; 26); (38; 42; 7; 49); (25; 23; 43; 50); (13; 8; 22; 37);
(11; 21; 3; 34); (40; 1; 10; 48); (31; 12; 16; 24); (14; 39; 17; 20); (27; 44; 29; 30);
(33; 47; 28; 46); (5; 35; 45; 0); (32; 4; 6;∞):
v = 56 : (2; 43; 21; 22); (32; 52; 6; 38); (46; 9; 26; 53); (12; 5; 8; 37); (19; 3; 13; 30);
(45; 11; 35; 50); (39; 27; 48; 51); (1; 31; 23; 28); (24; 34; 36; 47); (17; 4; 18; 54);
(15; 7; 33; 0); (10; 41; 40; 49); (25; 29; 42; 44); (14; 20; 16;∞):
v = 68 : (39; 9; 59; 64); (51; 49; 16; 27); (28; 52; 58; 0); (12; 54; 17; 31); (22; 42; 32; 40);
(65; 24; 23; 57); (44; 48; 3; 21); (18; 46; 14; 29); (66; 11; 20; 30); (62; 33; 6; 41);
(45; 61; 7; 43); (34; 47; 35; 38); (2; 25; 5; 53); (63; 36; 10; 60); (4; 50; 55; 56);
(8; 1; 15; 37); (13; 19; 26;∞):
Lemma 3.2. There exists a 3PGDWh of type 4n for each n∈{5; 6; 7}.
Proof. Let the player set be Z4(n−1) ∪ {∞1;∞2;∞3;∞4} and let the group set be
{{j; j+(n−1); j+2(n−1); j+3(n−1)} : j=1; : : : ; n−1}∪{{∞1;∞2;∞3;∞4}}. The
following base games from an intial round. Developing this round by +1mod 4(n− 1)
gives the required design.
n = 5 : (4; 2; 7; 13); (10; 1; 16;∞1); (12; 9; 11;∞2); (8; 3; 6;∞3); (14; 15; 5;∞4):
n = 6 : (15; 18; 11; 12); (5; 1; 13; 19); (17; 4; 6;∞1); (2; 14; 3;∞2); (9; 20; 16;∞3);
(10; 8; 7;∞4):
n = 7 : (19; 24; 3; 10); (11; 7; 8; 22); (2; 17; 15; 18); (23; 21; 16;∞1); (9; 20; 13;∞2);
(6; 5; 1;∞3); (12; 4; 14;∞4):
Lemma 3.3. There exists a 3PGDWh of type 8n for each n∈{5; 6}.
Proof. Let the player set be Z8(n−1) ∪ {∞1;∞2; : : : ;∞8} and let the group set be
{{j; j+(n−1); : : : ; j+7(n−1)} : j=1; : : : ; n−1}∪{{∞1;∞2; : : : ;∞8}}. The following
base games form an initial round. Developing this round by +1mod 8(n−1) gives the
required design.
n = 5 : (29; 10; 16; 19); (1; 11; 12; 14); (13; 2; 27;∞1); (23; 9; 18;∞2); (15; 8; 25;∞3);
(17; 26; 24;∞4); (30; 4; 31;∞5); (5; 32; 3;∞6); (21; 20; 6;∞7); (22; 7; 28;∞8):
n = 6 : (21; 29; 18; 40); (16; 13; 10; 12); (31; 20; 4; 37); (15; 32; 24; 28); (33; 19; 1;∞1);
(11; 38; 39;∞2); (14; 26; 35;∞3); (36; 17; 3;∞4); (25; 34; 27;∞5); (6; 5; 22;∞6);
(8; 2; 30;∞7); (23; 7; 9;∞8):
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Lemma 3.4. There exists a 3PWh-frame of type 155.
Proof. Let the player set be Z75, and let the hole set be {{j; j + 5; : : : ; j + 70} :
j = 0; 1; : : : ; 4}. Below are the required base games.
(6; 7; 13; 69); (2; 4; 8; 16); (3; 12; 14; 71):
Here, multiplying the above games mod 75 with 16i (06 i6 4), we obtain an initial
holey round missing the hole {0; 5; : : : ; 70}. Developing this holey round by +1mod 75
gives the 3PWh-frame as required.
Lemma 3.5. There exists a 3PWh-frame of type gum1 with (g; u; m)∈{(8; 5; 4);
(8; 7; 12); (12; 5; 16); (12; 6; 20)}.
Proof. Let the player set be Zgu ∪ {∞1;∞2; : : : ;∞m} and let the hole set be {{j; j +
u; : : : ; j+ (g− 1)u} : j=0; 1; : : : ; u− 1}∪ {{∞1;∞2; : : : ;∞m}}. Below are the required
base games.
8541 : (34; 28; 25; 27); (3; 32; 6; 34); (17; 16; 29; 33); (26; 8; 4; 27) (1; 38; 9; 22);
(14; 23; 21; 37); (39; 18; 12;∞1); (11; 19; 7;∞2); (24; 31; 13;∞3); (2; 28; 36;∞4):
87121 : (36; 42; 13; 23); (54; 29; 3; 16); (24; 23; 14; 29); (12; 30; 15; 18); (4; 40; 8; 16);
(44; 17; 6; 46); (10; 33; 32;∞1); (43; 48; 26;∞2); (39; 51; 55;∞3); (24; 54; 23;∞4);
(19; 53; 45;∞5); (38; 47; 27;∞6); (50; 5; 2;∞7); (37; 13; 52;∞8); (29; 25; 9;∞9);
(22; 41; 31;∞10); (36; 34; 11;∞11); (3; 20; 1;∞12):
125161 : (34; 52; 21; 43); (35; 36; 13; 34); (11; 20; 42; 53); (42; 9; 16; 23); (7; 23; 6;∞1);
(34; 57; 18;∞2); (51; 22; 54;∞3); (14; 46; 38;∞4); (59; 53; 41;∞5); (33; 31; 27;∞6);
(56; 42; 44;∞7); (58; 11; 37;∞8); (17; 43; 49;∞9); (21; 2; 29;∞10); (4; 1; 47;∞11);
(36; 48; 32;∞12); (9; 52; 28;∞13); (3; 39; 26;∞14); (24; 16; 13;∞15); (12; 8; 19;∞16):
126201 : (69; 66; 19; 28); (47; 25; 62; 64); (31; 32; 5; 46); (4; 37; 3; 30); (40; 26; 17; 63);
(57; 13; 65;∞1); (46; 8; 5;∞2); (23; 16; 44;∞3); (43; 68; 15;∞4); (61; 38; 51;∞5);
(69; 53; 52;∞6); (4; 59; 9;∞7); (7; 39; 34;∞8); (21; 64; 32;∞9); (37; 56; 17;∞10);
(63; 58; 47;∞11); (41; 49; 28;∞12); (25; 35; 27;∞13); (20; 55; 45;∞14); (70; 2; 67;∞15);
(11; 26; 40;∞16); (71; 19; 3;∞17); (1; 14; 10;∞18); (22; 33; 62;∞19); (50; 29; 31;∞20):
Here, develop each of the Drst m=4 games (listed in the Drst row) by +4mod gu,
we obtain a holey round missing the hole {∞1;∞2; : : : ;∞m}. Adding successively
1; 2; 3mod gu to this initial holey round, we obtain 3 more holey rounds missing
the same hole. The remaining base games form a holey round missing the hole
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{0; u; : : : ; (g−1)u}. Developing this holey round by +1mod gu plus the above m holey
rounds give the 3PWh-frame as required.
Lemma 3.6. There exists a 3PIWh(16; 4).
Proof. Let the player set be {1; 2; : : : ; 16}, the hole set be {1; 2; 3; 4}, and the automor-
phism group be generated by 0=(1)(2)(3)(4)(5 6 7)(8 9 10)(11 12 13)(14 15 16). Below
are the required base games.
(1; 5; 12; 7); (2; 16; 15; 6); (3; 10; 14; 8); (4; 9; 11; 13);
(1; 16; 5; 9); (2; 12; 7; 13); (3; 6; 8; 11); (4; 15; 10; 14);
(1; 11; 14; 16); (2; 5; 8; 10); (3; 12; 13; 15); (4; 6; 7; 9);
(1; 9; 10; 11); (2; 8; 12; 16); (3; 15; 5; 7); (4; 13; 14; 6);
(5; 8; 11; 14); (5; 15; 9; 11); (5; 12; 14; 9):
Here, the base games in each of the Drst 4 rows form an initial round, and the devel-
opment of each of the last three games (in the last row) forms a holey round missing
the hole {1; 2; 3; 4}.
Lemma 3.7. There exists a 3PIWh(20; 4).
Proof. Let the player set be {1; 2; : : : ; 20}, the hole set be {1; 2; 3; 4}, and the auto-
morphism group be generated by 0=(1)(2)(3)(4)(5 7 9 11)(6 8 10 12)(13 15 17 19)(14 16
18 20). Below are the required base games.
(1; 12; 6; 17); (2; 13; 8; 18); (3; 11; 9; 15); (4; 10; 7; 19); (5; 14; 16; 20);
(1; 14; 20; 15); (2; 6; 5; 8); (3; 12; 17; 18); (4; 9; 19; 16); (7; 11; 10; 13);
(2; 7; 18; 5); (1; 9; 19; 14); (4; 12; 10; 16); (3; 11; 8; 20); (6; 15; 17; 13);
(2; 16; 15; 13); (1; 6; 9; 7); (4; 5; 18; 19); (3; 10; 20; 17); (8; 12; 11; 14);
(5; 13; 9; 17); (6; 14; 10; 18); (5; 13; 6; 14); (6; 7; 14; 15):
Here, the base games in each of the Drst 4 rows form an initial round. The development
of the Drst two games in the last row produces a short orbit which, in turn, forms a
holey round missing the hole {1; 2; 3; 4}. The development of each of the last two
games in the last row also forms a holey round missing the hole {1; 2; 3; 4}.
Lemma 3.8. There exists a 3PIWh(24; 4).
Proof. Let the player set be {1; 2; : : : ; 24}, the hole set be {1; 2; 3; 4}, and the automor-
phism group be generated by 0=(1)(2)(3)(4)(5 7 9 11 13)(6 8 10 12 14)(15 17 19 21 23)
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(16 18 20 22 24). Below are the required base games.
(1; 9; 6; 5); (2; 17; 20; 22); (3; 7; 10; 12); (4; 19; 16; 15); (13; 18; 14; 21); (8; 23; 11; 24);
(1; 10; 23; 14); (2; 8; 15; 19); (3; 22; 11; 9); (4; 16; 7; 24); (5; 17; 21; 13); (6; 20; 18; 12);
(2; 7; 6; 10); (1; 23; 18; 21); (4; 13; 8; 11); (3; 17; 16; 20); (14; 5; 19; 22); (9; 12; 24; 15);
(2; 24; 11; 5); (1; 16; 9; 20); (4; 12; 23; 10); (3; 8; 17; 15); (6; 18; 22; 14); (7; 21; 19; 13);
(5; 10; 15; 20); (5; 15; 16; 6); (6; 17; 7; 16):
Here, the base games in each of the Drst 4 rows form an initial round, and the devel-
opment of each of the last three games (in the last row) forms a holey round missing
the hole {1; 2; 3; 4}.
4. Results obtained by recursion
In this section, we shall deal with all the remaining 3PWh(v)s not obtained in the
last section. First, we give a nonexistence result.
Lemma 4.1. There does not exist a 3PWh(12).
Proof. The existence of a 3PWh(12) implies the existence of a super-simple (12; 4; 3)-
RBIBD. It is proved by Ge and Lam in [17, Lemma 4.1], that there is no super-simple
(12; 4; 3)-RBIBD. Hence, there does not exist a 3PWh(12).
Lemma 4.2. There exists a 3PWh(v) for each admissible even v∈ [8; 76] \ {12}.
Proof. For v = 76, the design comes from Theorem 1.1 or Lemma 3.1. For v=76, start-
ing from a 3PWh-frame of type 155 coming from Lemma 3.4 and applying Construction
2.8 with a 3PWh(16) coming from Theorem 1.1 give the design as required.
Lemma 4.3. There exists a 3PWh(v) for each v∈{80; 96; 140}.
Proof. Starting from a 3PGDWh of type 4n with n∈{5; 6; 7} coming from Lemma 3.2
and applying Construction 2.7 with an RTD(4; m) for m∈{4; 5} coming from Lemma
2.4, we obtain a 3PGDWh of type (4m)n. Furthermore, starting from this 3PGDWh
and applying Construction 2.6 with a 3PWh(4m) coming from Lemma 4.2 give a
3PWh(4mn), which is the design as required. We list the suitable parameters v; m; n
below.
v= 80 : n= 5; m= 4; v= 96 : n= 6; m= 4; v= 140 : n= 7; m= 5:
Lemma 4.4. There exists a 3PWh(v) for each v∈{84; 88; 100; 112; 116; 132; 164;
388; 472}.
Proof. Starting from an HSOLSSOM (hn) with h∈{3; 4} coming from Theorem 2.2 and
applying Theorem 2.1, we obtain a 3PWh-frame of type (4h)n. Furthermore, starting
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from this frame and applying Construction 2.9 with a 3PIWh(4h+ 4; 4) coming from
Lemmas 3.6–3.7 and a 3PWh(4h+ 4) coming from Lemma 4.2 to Dll in holes give a
3PWh(4hn+4), which is the design as required. We list the suitable parameters v; h; n
below.
v = 84 : h = 4; n = 5; v = 88 : h = 3; n = 7; v = 100 : h = 4; n = 6;
v = 112 : h = 3; n = 9; v = 116 : h = 4; n = 7; v = 132 : h = 4; n = 8;
v = 164 : h = 4; n = 10; v = 388 : h = 4; n = 24; v = 472 : h = 3; n = 39:
Lemma 4.5. There exists a 3PWh(v) for each v∈{108; 124; 152; 156}.
Proof. For v∈{108; 124}, start from a TD(6; 5) coming from Lemma 2.4 and truncate
the last group to 1 point or 5 points, we obtain a {5; 6}-GDD of type 5511 or 56.
Applying Construction 2.5 to this GDD with weight 4, we obtain a 3PWh-frame of type
20541 or 206. Here, the input 3PWh-frames of types 45 and 46 all come from Lemma
2.3. Adjoining 4 inDnite points and applying Construction 2.9 with a 3PIWh(24; 4)
coming from Lemma 3.8 and a 3PWh(h) for h = 8 or 24 to Dll in holes, we obtain
the designs as required.
For v = 152, start from a TD(7; 7) coming from Lemma 2.4, select two blocks
intersecting at the last group and delete all other points of these two blocks except for
the common one, we obtain a {5; 6; 7}-GDD of type 5671. Applying Construction 2.5
to this GDD with weight 4, we obtain a 3PWh-frame of type 206281. Here, the input
3PWh-frames of types 45; 46 and 47 all come from Lemma 2.3. Adjoining 4 inDnite
points and applying Construction 2.9 with a 3PIWh(24; 4) coming from Lemma 3.8
and a 3PWh(32) coming from Lemma 4.2 to Dll in holes, we obtain a 3PWh(152) as
required.
For v = 156, start from a TD(6; 7) coming from Lemma 2.4, delete 4 points in
the last group and use one of the deleted points to redeDne the groups, we obtain a
{5; 6; 7}-GDD of type 5731. Applying Construction 2.5 to this GDD with weight 4, we
obtain a 3PWh-frame of type 207121. Here, the input 3PWh-frames of types 45; 46 and
47 all come from Lemma 2.3. Adjoining 4 inDnite points and applying Construction 2.9
with a 3PIWh(24; 4) coming from Lemma 3.8 and a 3PWh(16) coming from Lemma
4.2 to Dll in holes, we obtain a 3PWh(156) as required.
Lemma 4.6. There exists a 3PWh(v) for each even admissible v∈ [176; 200] ∪
[208; 232].
Proof. Start from a 3PGDWh of type 85 coming from Lemma 3.3 and apply Con-
struction 2.6 with a 3PWh(8), we obtain a 3PIWh(40; 8). For each even admissi-
ble v∈ [176; 200], start from a TD(6; 8) and truncate the last group to x points with
x∈ [2; 8], we obtain a {5; 6}-GDD of type 85x1. Applying Construction 2.5 to this GDD
with weight 4, we obtain a 3PWh-frame of type 325(4x)1. Here, the input 3PWh-frames
of types 45 and 46 all come from Lemma 2.3. Adjoining 8 inDnite points and apply-
ing Construction 2.9 with the above 3PIWh(40; 8) and a 3PWh(4x + 8) coming from
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Lemma 4.2 to Dll in holes, we obtain the designs as required. Similarly, we can start
from a TD(7; 8) to obtain a 3PWh(v) for each admissible v∈ [208; 232].
Lemma 4.7. There exists a 3PWh(v) for each v∈{236; 240}.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.6. Here, we Drst start from a 3PGDWh
of type 86 coming from Lemma 3.3 to obtain a 3PIWh(48; 8). Then, start from a
TD(6; 5) and apply Construction 2.5 by giving weight 8 to the points of the Drst 5
groups and weight 0, 4 or 8 to the points of the last group, we obtain a 3PWh-frame
of type 405x1 with x∈{28; 32}. Adjoining 8 inDnite points and applying Construction
2.9 with the above 3PIWh(48; 8) and a 3PWh(x+8) coming from Lemma 4.2 give the
designs as required. Here, the input 3PWh-frames of types 85 and 86 all come from the
combination of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2; and the input 3PWh-frame of type 8541 comes
from Lemma 3.5.
Lemma 4.8. There exists a 3PWh(v) for each admissible v∈ [256; 352].
Proof. Start from an HSOLSSOM (35) coming from Theorem 2.2 and apply Theorem
2.1, we obtain a 3PWh-frame of type 125. Apply Construction 2.9 with this frame and a
3PIWh(16; 4) coming from Lemma 3.6, we obtain a 3PIWh(64; 16). Furthermore, start
from a TD(6; 12) or a TD(7; 12) coming from Lemma 2.4 and truncate the last group
to x points with x∈ [0; 12], we obtain a {5; 6}-GDD of type 125x1 or a {6; 7}-GDD
of type 126x1. Applying Construction 2.5 to this GDD with weight 4, adjoining 16
inDnite points and applying Construction 2.9 with the above 3PIWh(64; 16) and a
3PWh(4x + 16) coming from Lemma 4.2 to Dll in holes, we obtain the designs as
required. Here, the input 3PWh-frames of types 45; 46 and 47 all come from Lemma
2.3.
Now, we are in a position to state our main result.
Theorem 4.9. The necessary conditions for the existence of a 3PWh(v), namely, v ≡
0; 1 (mod 4) and v¿ 8, are also su=cient with one de>nite exception for v= 12.
Proof. For v∈{69; 77; 93}, applying Construction 2.8 with 3PWh-frames of types
87121; 125161 and 126201 coming from Lemma 3.5, and 3PWh(t)s with t ∈{9; 13;
17; 21} coming from Theorem 1.1 gives the designs as required. For the other val-
ues of v, combine Theorem 1.1 and Lemmas 4.1–4.8, the conclusion then follows.
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